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INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE,S

All questions carry marks as indicated.

Answer TIIREE questions ftom Section A and THREE questions ftom Sectioa B

Due credit will be given to neatness and adequate dimensions.

Assume suitable data wherever necessary.

Illusuate youl answels wherever necessary witl the help of neat sketches.

Use pen of Blue8lack ink/rehll only for writing the answer book

SECTION-A

What are the requirsments for full motion video compression '? 7

What do you mean by lmage Recognitlon System ? Explain the capabilities an Image

enhaDcement software might include. 7

OR

What are the objects of multimedia systems ? Explain with image hierarchy T

What are the be[efits offered by Compression Schemes in designi[g multimedia systems ?
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3 Explain diffcrent voice recogdtlou systems.

Explain how TI AIN Specification differs from RIFF specification

OR
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4. (a)
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8. (a)

6

7

Explain MIDI Communication Protocol. Which are the two types of messages define
under MIDI ? 7

Explain the JPEG AVI File format for still and Eotion image. 6

Explarn di erent work flow design issues. j
Wlat is viftual reality modelling ? Explain. 6

OR

Explain windou's telephony architectue in detail. 7

Differentiate between FDDI and FDDI-ll. 6

SECTION-B

Explain Hypermedia Messaging with applications, 7

What do you rnean by MAPI ? Explaio its architecture and storage. 6

OR

What does a good information structure consist of ? Explain with example, object type
and object hierarchy. j
Whal is vendor-independent messaging ? Explain. 6

Explain the service provided by multimedia object manager. j
What is multimedia object server ? Explain rts object topologies. 6

OR

Explain transaction management for multimedia system. 7

Explain Network performance issues. 6

Describe in detail System Extensibility. 7

What is Tecbnology Assessment ? List the key steps involved in technology assessment.

7

OR

List and explain the various desigD aspecti of storage management. '7

Explah object-o ented multimedia system. 7

9
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